Complete and Partial Remission as Surrogate End Points in Membranous Nephropathy
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ABSTRACT

Absent a remission of proteinuria, primary membranous nephropathy (MN) can lead to ESRD over many years. Therefore, use of an earlier end point could facilitate the conduct of clinical trials. This manuscript evaluates complete remission (CR) and partial remission (PR) of proteinuria as surrogate end points for a treatment effect on ESRD in patients with primary MN with heavy proteinuria. CR is associated with a low relapse rate and excellent long-term renal survival, and it plausibly reflects remission of the disease process that leads to ESRD. Patients who achieve PR have better renal outcomes than those who do not but may have elevated relapse rates. How long PR must be maintained to yield a benefit on renal outcomes is also unknown. Hence, available data suggest that CR could be used as a surrogate end point in primary MN, whereas PR seems reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit. In the United States, surrogate end points that are reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit can be used as a basis for accelerated approval; treatments approved under this program must verify the clinical benefit in postmarketing trials. Additional analyses of the relationship between treatment effects on CR and PR and subsequent renal outcomes would inform the design of future clinical trials in primary MN.


Primary membranous nephropathy (MN) is an important cause of nephrotic syndrome in adults, and it is associated with significant morbidity, including the progressive loss of renal function, leading to ESRD.

Primary MN affects patients of all ages and races, but it affects men more commonly than women and adults more commonly than children, with a peak incidence occurring during the fourth and fifth decades of life; 70%–80% of patients with MN present with nephrotic syndrome (proteinuria $\geq 3.5$ g/24 h per 1.73 m², hypoalbuminemia, hyperlipidemia, and edema).1-2 The remaining 20%–30% of patients present with subnephrotic levels of proteinuria (<3.5 g/24 h) and are usually asymptomatic.3,4

Primary MN has a variable course ranging from spontaneous remission to progressive loss of GFR over several years. Studies of the natural course (without immunotherapy) of idiopathic MN reveal that spontaneous remissions occur in approximately one third of patients, most commonly within the first 2 years of diagnosis.5-9 Although patients who attain a spontaneous remission typically have a good long-term prognosis, patients with heavy and persistent proteinuria are at high risk of progressive loss of renal function, leading to ESRD.

Given the extended time frame for progression to ESRD, there has been great interest in identifying an earlier end point that could be used in clinical trials to establish the efficacy of therapies for patients with primary MN who are at high risk of developing ESRD. In April of 2012, members of the American Society of Nephrology Glomerular Disease Advisory Group met with members of the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to discuss challenges associated with establishing proteinuria as a surrogate end point (a biomarker intended to substitute for a clinical efficacy end point) in drug trials for glomerular diseases. There was general agreement that members from both groups should work together to produce white papers focused on the data supporting proteinuria reduction as a surrogate end point within the context of a specific glomerular disease. This manuscript represents the first of these white papers and evaluates complete remission (CR) and partial remission (PR) as surrogate end points for a treatment effect on ESRD in patients with primary MN with heavy proteinuria.
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that are deemed reasonably likely to predict a clinical benefit can be used as the basis for accelerated approval of therapies developed to treat serious or life-threatening illnesses when they provide a meaningful therapeutic benefit over existing therapies. Because of the uncertainty about the ability of the surrogate to predict the treatment’s effect on the clinical outcome, postmarketing confirmatory trials are required to verify and describe the clinical benefit of drugs approved under this program.

Considerations Related to the Evaluation of Surrogate End Points

There is no single agreed-on approach for evaluating candidate surrogates. Three factors are generally considered.

1. Biologic plausibility that what is measured by the candidate surrogate is on the causal pathway to the hard outcome.

2. Epidemiologic or other data showing a strong and consistent association between the candidate surrogate and the clinical outcome of interest.

3. Data from interventional trials showing that the effects of various treatments on the candidate surrogate largely account for their effects on the clinical outcome.

Although data that support biologic plausibility and show that an association between the candidate surrogate and outcome is important, such data are generally insufficient to define a surrogate end point; some candidate surrogates that have performed well as prognostic indicators have not performed well in predicting the effect of a treatment on clinical outcomes. For example, lower hemoglobin levels are associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular disease and mortality in patients with CKD. However, when erythropoiesis-stimulating agents were used to achieve higher versus lower hemoglobin levels in clinical trials, more deaths, strokes, and serious adverse cardiovascular events were seen in patients randomized to higher versus lower hemoglobin targets. Hence, there is the greatest confidence in a candidate surrogate when there are data showing that drugs (or other interventions) that affect the surrogate also affect the clinical outcome of interest.

EVALUATION OF PROTEINURIA REDUCTION AS A SURROGATE END POINT IN PRIMARY MN

Does Proteinuria Alone Contribute to Renal Damage and Decline in GFR?

The data supporting a causal role of proteinuria in the progressive loss of renal function are not specific for primary MN. All glomerular diseases, including primary MN, show progressive degrees of interstitial fibrosis and tubular atrophy that parallel glomerular obsolescence and decline in renal function. In vitro and animal in vivo studies suggest that proteinuria contributes to tubulointerstitial injury through various possible mechanisms, including the expression of vasoconstrictive, proinflammatory, or profibrotic molecules and tubular activation of the complement cascade through the alternative pathway (reviewed in ref. 21). However, as shown in Figure 1, differences among diseases in the level of sustained proteinuria associated with a decline in GFR have been noted, suggesting that factors other than quantity alone must play a role in the relationship between proteinuria and progressive loss of kidney function. Overall, available data suggest that proteinuria contributes to tubulointerstitial injury. Whether proteinuria itself, its molecular composition, severity, and duration directly cause loss of renal function specifically in humans with primary MN remains unknown. Given the limitations of the data supporting the causal role of proteinuria in the progression of kidney disease in primary MN, it is particularly important to look to other sources of data, such as observational studies and interventional trials, when evaluating proteinuria reduction as a surrogate end point in this disease.
Severity of Proteinuria at Baseline and Its Duration Are Associated with Future Decline in GFR

Observational cohort analyses have consistently shown an association between both the level (severity) and the duration of proteinuria and long-term prognosis. Overall, patients presenting with subnephrotic proteinuria (<3.5 g/d), especially those whose proteinuria never exceeds this subnephrotic range, have a significantly lower risk of progression as defined by a 50% reduction in renal function over 10 years compared with patients presenting with greater degrees of proteinuria. In a cohort of 395 patients with primary MN from the Toronto Glomerulonephritis Registry, 287 patients presented with nephrotic-range proteinuria (median=7.4 g/d; range=3.6–31.3) and experienced a mean rate of decline in creatinine clearance of 4.8±9.9 ml/min per year. In contrast, 42 patients who presented and remained with subnephrotic proteinuria throughout the duration of follow-up experienced a significantly lower rate of decline in creatinine clearance of 0.9±4.3 ml/min per year, and only 2 patients (5%) suffered a 50% reduction in renal function over 10 years of follow-up. The 66 patients who presented with subnephrotic proteinuria but whose proteinuria later increased above 3.5 g/d had a rate of decline in creatinine clearance of 3.5±7.5 ml/min per year—a significantly higher rate of decline than the never nephrotic group but similar to that of patients with nephrotic-range proteinuria at presentation. Approximately 12% experienced a 50% decline in renal function over 10 years compared with approximately 35% of those who presented with nephrotic-range proteinuria at baseline.

Another analysis of the Toronto Glomerulonephritis Registry data performed on 395 patients with MN followed for a minimum of 12 months (mean of 60 months) examined the association between time-averaged proteinuria and the subsequent loss of renal function. For each patient, the average proteinuria level was determined for each 6-month period of follow-up; the time-averaged proteinuria level for a given patient represented the average of every period’s mean. In this study, levels of time-averaged proteinuria >4–5 g/d were associated with a more rapid rate of decline in renal function as measured by the slope of creatinine clearance (Figure 1). In contrast, with lower levels of time-averaged proteinuria (averaging from 0.5 to 3–5 g/d), no such relationship was detected (slope of creatinine clearance averaging −1.5 ml/min per year), suggesting a good renal prognosis. These results were independent of sex, BP, and age. Hence, the findings from this analysis emphasize the importance of duration of proteinuria as well as its severity on the risk and rate of decline of renal function. They also suggest that a threshold may exist for the relationship between the level of sustained proteinuria over time and subsequent renal outcomes as judged by the rate of decline in renal function in primary MN.

The interaction between the severity and the duration of proteinuria and progression of renal disease in patients with primary MN is further illustrated by the findings from the Toronto Glomerulonephritis Registry that persistent proteinuria ≥8 g/d for ≥6 months, ≥6 g/d for ≥9 months, or ≥4 g/d for ≥18 months were associated with an increased risk of chronic renal insufficiency defined as a creatinine clearance <60 ml/min per 1.73 m².

Finally, the effect of duration of proteinuria on progression of kidney disease is also described in a long-term follow-up analysis of a controlled trial of chlorambucil plus glucocorticoids versus supportive care. In this study, treated patients were free from nephrotic syndrome for a significantly greater proportion of the follow-up time than patients in the supportive care group (the ratio of months in remission to total months of follow-up: 0.58 and 0.22, respectively; P<0.001) and had a significantly greater probability of dialysis-free survival at 10 years (92% versus 60%; P=0.004) and a slower rate of decline in GFR.

**CR and PR as End Points in Primary MN**

In clinical trials to date, treatment success in primary MN has often been defined by a reduction in proteinuria and specifically, the achievement of a CR or PR of proteinuria. A CR in primary MN has been defined as achieving a (essentially) normal level of urinary protein excretion of ≤0.3 g/d or ≤0.2 g/d with a stable GFR. The definition of a PR in primary MN has varied over time and across
In a retrospective multicenter Spanish cohort study of 328 patients with primary MN and nephrotic syndrome (defined as proteinuria >3.5 g/d and hypoalbuminemia <3 g/dl), a spontaneous CR (defined as proteinuria <0.3 g/d in the absence of immunosuppressive therapy or decline in renal function) occurred in 52 (16%) patients over a mean of 39 months (range=4–120 months). Of these, none reached ESRD over a mean follow-up of 104 months.

CR and Relapse
Patients in CR may have a recurrence of proteinuria to subnephrotic levels (<3.5 g/d) or experience a recurrence of nephrotic-range proteinuria (>3.5 g/d) with or without full nephrotic syndrome. Analyses of observational studies and clinical trials suggest a low rate of relapse to nephrotic levels of proteinuria in patients who achieve a CR. In the Toronto Glomerulonephritis Registry, relapse to nephrotic-range proteinuria occurred in 23% of 102 patients in CR, with a median time to relapse of 25 (2–164) months. In clinical trials, although relapses from CR to subnephrotic-range proteinuria may be common, full relapses from CR to nephrotic-range proteinuria seem to be infrequent. For example, in the study comparing treatment with cyclophosphamide and corticosteroids with adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH), 20% of patients treated with cyclophosphamide and 30% of patients treated with ACTH in CR had a subnephrotic relapse, but no patient had a relapse to nephrotic-range proteinuria. For patients in CR, the long-term implications of a small increase in proteinuria to subnephrotic levels have not been studied. Whether such relapses from CR to a state of PR significantly affect the likelihood of progression to ESRD is, therefore, unknown.

PR and Progression to ESRD
A PR also represents a marked change in proteinuria, and available data suggest that patients who achieve a PR have improved renal outcomes compared with those who do not achieve a PR. Using the definition of PR that includes a 50% reduction in baseline proteinuria and a level of <3.5 g/d, patients who achieve PR seem to have better kidney survival and an improved slope of creatinine clearance reduction compared with patients who had no remission. In the retrospective analysis of 348 patients with MN from the Toronto Glomerulonephritis Registry, the slope of change in creatinine clearance was −0.17±0.50 ml/min per month in the PR group and −0.86±1.1 ml/min per month in the no remission group (P<0.001). In addition, the rate of decline in renal function was slower after attaining a PR compared with the period before the PR (slope of decline creatinine clearance of −0.44±0.8 ml/min per month before PR and −0.16±0.7 ml/min per month after attaining PR; n=79; P=0.03).

In a complementary analysis of the same cohort, the patient factors associated with improved long-term outcomes were evaluated by univariate and multivariate analyses. Cox proportional hazard regression identified creatinine clearance and proteinuria at baseline, PR, and CR as the only independent predictors of dialysis-free survival. In renal survival analysis, the adjusted hazard ratio (HR) for PR expressed as a time-dependent variable was 0.17 (95% confidence interval [95% CI], 0.09 to 0.33; P<0.001) by univariate analysis and 0.08 (95% CI, 0.03 to 0.19; P<0.001) by multivariate analysis in reference to no remission. In this study, the HR for CR could not be calculated, because no patient in CR reached ESRD.

In the retrospective multicenter Spanish cohort study of 328 patients with primary MN and nephrotic syndrome, the long-term outcomes of patients who attained only a PR were not significantly different than those who reached a CR. In that study, PR was defined as proteinuria <3.5 g/d with normal serum albumin in the absence of immunosuppressive therapy or decline in renal function. Compared with patients who did not achieve a spontaneous remission, both groups (CR and PR) had significantly lower rates of ESRD (0% versus 18.7%; P<0.001) and death (1.9% versus 10.7%; P<0.01) over mean...
follow-ups of 91 and 69 months, respectively.

Additional supportive data are provided by a recent review of 100 patients with primary MN treated with rituximab. In this study, eGFR remained stable among patients who achieved a PR or CR (slopes of change in eGFR of 0.07 and 0.08 ml/min per 1.73 m² per month, respectively), whereas it declined in those without remission with a slope of −0.61 ml/min per 1.73 m² per month (P=0.001 versus PR).

**PR and Relapse**

For patients in PR, a relapse is often defined by an increase in proteinuria to ≥3.5 g/d. Rates of relapse after achievement of PR are variable and have been shown to be quite high with some therapies.

In the Toronto Glomerulonephritis Registry, relapses occurred in 46% of 136 patients in PR, with a median time to relapse of 147 months. Of 62 patients in PR who relapsed, 29 patients had a second remission, and 17 of these (17 of 29) had multiple remissions and relapses. In contrast, in the Spanish cohort study, 6% of patients with a spontaneous PR had a relapse to nephrotic-range proteinuria during follow-up. The mean duration of follow-up for these 52 patients was not reported; however, mean follow-up was 91 months. In a recent retrospective analysis of 122 patients with primary MN treated with tacrolimus, patients in PR at the time of the start of the taper had a higher frequency of relapse and a significantly shorter time to relapse than patients in CR (8.5 [3–26] versus 20 months [6–62]; P=0.02). By multivariate analysis, a PR at the onset of tacrolimus taper was independently associated with an increased risk of relapse (HR, 16.58; 95% CI, 1.1 to 249.1; P=0.04).6

Because a longer duration of proteinuria is associated with a poorer renal outcome, both the frequency of relapse and the time in nephrotic proteinuria (time in nonremission) are expected to be correlated with the likelihood of ESRD. For this reason, an analysis of the frequency of relapse and duration in nonremission is likely to provide valuable information on the relationship between the duration of proteinuria and long-term renal survival. In another analysis from the Toronto Glomerulonephritis Registry, patients in PR who never relapsed had a significant improvement in their rate of change of creatinine clearance after remission, which is in contrast to those who relapsed (slope before versus after: −0.40±0.7 and 0.02±0.4 ml/min per month [n=39; P<0.01; paired t test for patients who did not relapse] compared with −0.47±0.9 and −0.34±0.8 ml/min per month, respectively [n=40; NS; paired t test for patients who relapsed]).30

**Association of CR and PR with Renal Survival in Interventionsal Clinical Trials**

Numerous interventional clinical studies have been conducted in primary MN (recent review by Chen et al.37). Although most studies reported on the frequency of CR, PR, or CR and PR in response to therapy, many enrolled a very small number of patients (∼20) and/or were of short duration (∼2 years), making them unsuitable to assess the effect of attaining these end points on the occurrence of death, ESRD, or a marked reduction in GFR. For the purpose of this manuscript, 13 clinical studies (11 randomized controlled trials and 2 uncontrolled studies) were reviewed, representing the major proposed therapies for primary MN (corticosteroids, cyclophosphamide, calcineurin inhibitors, ACTH, mycophenolate mofetil, and rituximab). There was marked variability among these studies with respect to the duration of follow-up, with only 11 studies reporting on outcomes beyond 2 years and 7 studies reporting on outcomes ≥3 years.26,27,35,36–41 When possible, these trials compared the treatment arms with respect to the frequency of a 25% or 50% decline in eGFR, ESRD, or death; however, none of the trial publications reported the frequency of these long-term outcomes in relationship to the occurrence of CR, PR, or CR and PR.

**Effect of Therapy on CR, PR, or CR and PR and Association with Long-Term Outcome**

To date, two major randomized, controlled trials have reported on the outcomes of patients 10 years after treatment.24,26,40 Both studies compared treatment with an alkylating agent (chlorambucil22 or cyclophosphamide35) and corticosteroids with supportive therapy. The trial publications do not discuss the relationship between early treatment effects on CR and/or PR and late treatment effects on long-term renal outcomes; however, data contained within these publications suggest that a relationship exists.

In the trial by Ponticelli et al.,24,26 treatment was associated with CR rates of 29% and 43% at 1 and 2 years, respectively, with 0% in the supportive therapy group. For PR, the corresponding rates were 26% and 31% at 1 and 2 years, respectively, in the treatment group compared with 8% and 18% at 1 and 2 years, respectively, in the supportive therapy group.26 At the last follow-up visit, 62% (95% CI, 46% to 76%) of patients in the treatment group were in CR or PR compared with only 33% in the supportive therapy group (95% CI, 19% to 50%).24 These results were associated with a 10-year probability of dialysis-free survival of 92% (95% CI, 83% to 100%) in the treatment group versus 60% (95% CI, 42% to 0.78%) in the supportive care group (P=0.004).24 The study by Jha et al.40 reported CR rates in the treatment group of approximately 11% and 28% at 1 and 2 years, respectively, and CR and PR rates of approximately 34% and 53% at 1 and 2 years, respectively. In the supportive care group, CR rates were approximately 5% at both 1 and 2 years, and CR and PR rates were approximately 8% and 10% at 1 and 2 years, respectively. In this study as well, treatment was associated with an improved 10-year probability of dialysis-free survival in the treatment group (89%) compared with the supportive therapy group (65%; P=0.02).

These data suggest that treatment effects on CR and/or PR seen at 1 and 2 years are associated with and may predict a treatment’s effect on long-term renal survival. Additional analyses...
of the data from these trials and data from trials of agents with other mechanisms of action would greatly enhance our understanding of CR and PR as surrogate end points.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

(1) Low-level proteinuria in primary MN is associated with a reduced likelihood of renal failure and a slower rate of decline in GFR. There seems to be a threshold of sustained proteinuria of 4–5 g/d, above which the rate of decline in GFR significantly increases.

(2) Achieving a CR, defined as proteinuria ≤0.3 g/d with a stable GFR, is associated with a favorable long-term renal prognosis and a low risk of relapse.

(3) PR, defined as >50% reduction in proteinuria and proteinuria <3.5 g/d with a stable GFR, is associated with a slower rate of decline in GFR compared with the rate of decline without remission. The rate of relapse after PR is higher than after CR.

(4) A longer duration of PR (as measured by the percentage of follow-up time in PR) is associated with a higher likelihood of renal survival compared with patients without a remission.

(5) Available analyses of clinical trial data suggest that treatment effects on CR and/or PR at 1 and 2 years may predict a treatment’s effect on long-term renal survival; however, additional analyses of these data are needed.

CONCLUSIONS

Primary MN has a variable course, but data show that subjects with heavy and persistent proteinuria are at high risk of progressive loss of renal function, leading to ESRD.

CR as an End Point in Primary MN

In patients with primary MN who have heavy and persistent proteinuria, there is strong biologic plausibility that a CR signals remission of the active disease process that leads to the development of ESRD. Analyses to date also suggest that CR is associated with a low relapse rate and excellent long-term renal and patient survival. These data support the use of CR as a surrogate end point for long-term renal outcomes in patients with primary MN with heavy and persistent proteinuria.

PR as an End Point in Primary MN

A PR also represents a marked change in proteinuria, and available data suggest that patients who achieve a PR have better renal outcomes than those who do not. However, the persistence of proteinuria suggests continued disease activity, and rates of relapse after achievement of treatment-induced PR are variable and have been shown to be quite high with some therapies. When taken as a whole, available data suggest that a treatment’s effect on PR may be a suitable basis for accelerated approval. As previously noted, the FDA’s accelerated approval program enables expedited approval of therapies for serious illnesses that provide a meaningful therapeutic benefit over existing therapies on the basis of a treatment effect on a surrogate end point that is deemed reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit. Because of the uncertainty about the ability of the surrogate end point to predict the treatment’s effect on the clinical outcome, however, postmarketing confirmatory trials are required to verify and describe the clinical benefit of drugs approved under this program.

A critical issue related to the use of treatment effects on PR as a basis for accelerated approval is the duration over which a PR must be maintained to provide confidence that the treatment effect on PR is reasonably likely to translate into a treatment effect on renal outcomes. The duration of PR necessary to provide such confidence or whether a threshold of PR duration exists (beyond which the likelihood of relapse diminishes substantially) has not been established. Another critical issue related to the use of PR as a basis for accelerated approval is how to design postmarketing trials to verify a treatment benefit. Potential challenges associated with completing an interpretable trial in the postmarketing setting are shown in Table 1.

GAPS IN THE DATA AND FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS

There are a number of gaps in the data supporting the use of proteinuria as an end point in primary MN. We believe that the following analyses would greatly advance our understanding of proteinuria as an end point in primary MN.

Analyses of existing data from interventional trials exploring the relationship between treatment effects on CR and PR and subsequent renal outcomes.

Analyses of alternative definitions of proteinuria response and their associations with renal outcomes. This is particularly important, because in some patients, the persistence of subnephrotic proteinuria (PR) may reflect glomerular and/or tubulointerstitial scarring rather than the persistence of active MN. Future studies should be considered to assess whether other biomarkers, such as antibodies to

Table 1. Challenges associated with conducting postmarketing confirmatory trials to verify and describe the clinical benefit if PR is used as a basis for accelerated approval

Even if a trial is enrolled at the time of accelerated approval, drug availability after accelerated approval may interfere with the ability to keep patients assigned to placebo from crossing over to active treatment.

Rates of relapse after achievement of treatment-induced PR are variable and have been shown to be quite high with some therapies; the use of other therapies and also, the open-label use of the new product in both treatment arms after relapse may complicate interpretation of the data and limit the ability to detect a treatment effect on renal outcomes during long-term follow-up.

Missing data in subjects who are lost to follow-up or withdraw consent may also make it difficult to interpret a trial’s findings and are a particular concern in trials of very long duration.
phospholipase A2 receptor, could be used to help distinguish between persistent disease activity and chronic scarring in patients with PR.

Analyses that provide a more precise understanding of the quantitative relationship between the duration of PR and subsequent renal outcomes and risk of relapse.

Analyses that address the relationship between relapses from CR to subnephrotic levels of proteinuria and long-term renal survival.

There are other analyses that could help inform the design of clinical trials.

Analyses that speak to the likely size of trials and the likely duration of follow-up needed to evaluate a therapy's effect on rates of CR in patients with primary MN who are at high risk of progression.

Analyses that speak to the likely size of trials and the likely duration of follow-up needed to observe treatment effects on outcomes of interest in the post-marketing setting should PR be used as a basis for accelerated approval.

The use of proteinuria as an end point in primary MN will likely evolve and be refined over time as a result of additional analyses of existing data, as our understanding of the pathogenesis of this disease improves, and as we gain more experience with this end point in clinical trials of new therapies. We hope that this paper will generate additional discussion and research among members of the nephrology community about the use of proteinuria reduction as a surrogate end point in primary MN and spur additional analyses of existing data.
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